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                                Abstract
This study  involved two eye-tracking  experiments  that investigated whether  and  how  Japanese
EFL  learners maintain  coherent  text  comprehension  (i.e., a  situation  model)  . 

'Ihe

 participants'

eye  movements  were  recorded  while  reading  narratives  each  of  which  included an

inconsistency between a  description of  a  character  (e.g., a vagetarian)  and  a  subsequent

action  of  his er  hers (e.g., ordering  a  eheeseburgeri.  In Experiment  1, these  inconsistent

statements  were  separated  by only  a single  intervening sentence,  so  as to examine  the

maintenance  of  local coherence  of  situation  models.  
'Ihe

 results  showed  that inconsistency

increased initial processing  time  of  the  sentence  describing the  characters'  action;

furthermore, it caused  more  participants to look back to the earlier  description of  the

characten  Experiment 2 manipulated  the distance between inconsistent statements  (1 vs.  4

sentences)  to examine  the maintenance  of  both local and  global coherence  of  situation

medels.  
'Ihe

 results  indicated that local inconsistency induced more  look-backs, but that there

was  no  such  effect  in the global condition,  thus indicating the difficulty of maintaining  global

coherence  of  situation  models.  These  results  are  discussed in light of  the cognitive  process

involved in construction  ofcoherent  situation models  during EFL reading.

Kaywortts: reading,  situation  models,  coherence,  eyetracking,  inconsistency detection

  Successful
         .
representatlon

                  Introduction

reading  comprehension  requires  readers  to build a

called  a  situation  model:  a menta1  representation  of  people,coherent

 text
  .actlons,

 events,
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time, and  place as  either  described explicitly in the text or  fi11ed in inferentially from readers'

general knowledge (Graesser, Singer, &  Trabasso, 1994; Kintsch, 1998). To  maintain  the

coherence  of  a  simation  model,  readers  need  to uPclate it, adding  new  sentences  or  clauses

into tihe existing  model  (Zwaan &  Radvansky, 1998) . Updating of  situation  models  is regarded

as  a  higher leve] process  of  reading  comprehension.  if updating  does not  go smoothly,  text

comprehension  will  fa11 into a process of sentence-by-sentence  interpretations; thus, updating
is essential  for successfu1  situation  model  construction  (Ushiro, 2010).

  Despite its importance, howeveg  less is known  about  updating  of  situation  models  during
reading  in a second  language (L2) or  foreign language, compared  to updating  during first
language (Ll) reading  (e.g., Albrecht &  O'Brien, 1993; Cook &  O'Brien, 2014; Rapp &
Kendeou, 2007) . 

'Ilierefore,

 the present study  investigated the updating  process  of  situation

models  during reading  ofJapanese  learners of  English as  a foreign language (EFL), In

particulag we  focused on  the first important step  of  updating,  which  is called  inconsistenay

detection (see tihe fo11owing section).  We  addressed  this issue using  an  eye-tracking  method  to

capture  the dynamic and  complicated  comprehension  processes readers  employ  in
inconsistency detection. The  resulting  insights into inconsistency detection by Japanese EFL

readers  will  reveal  the processes  they  undergo  and  difficulties they  encounter  in updating

their situation models.

Inconsistency Deteetion in Reading

   Inconsistency detection is a  critical  first step  in the proceSs  of  updating  situation  models

CRapp &  Kendeou, 2007). 
'Ib

 further our  understanding  of  this step, Ll reading  research  has

extensively  employed  an  inconsistenay detection Paradigm (e.g., Albrecht &  O'Brien, 1993;

Cook &  O'Brien, 2014; Gueraud, Harmon,  &  Peracchi, 2005; Myers, O'Brien, Albrecht, &

Mason, 1994; O'Brien, Mzzella, Albrecht, &  Halleran, 1998; runck, Gamez, Diaz, &  de Vega,

2003; runck, Htihnel, &  Becker, 2001). This paradigm  assumes  that if reaclers  both represent

previously given information in their situation  models  and  try to maintain  the coherence  of

those models,  they  wi11 exhibit  comprehension  difficulties when  they encounter  information

inconsistent with  the previous information (an inconsistency effecD. This inconsistency effect

has been found to lead to an  increase in reading  times for inconsistent information, regarded

as  being due to readers'  engagement  in updating.

   For example,  Albrecht and  O'Brien (1993) examined  whether  readers  were  aware  of  an

inconsistency between an  earlier  description of  a  narrative  character  and  a  subsequent  target

action  carried  out  by that character.  Using a selfpaced  reading  method,  Albrecht and  O'Brien

indicated that reading  times for the target sentences  (e.g., Mary ordered  a  cheeseb"rger  and

fries) were  longer when  the  sentences  were  inconsistent with  the  previous character

description than  when  they  were  consistent  (e.g., Mary, a  heatth nut,  has been a  strict

vagetan'an  for IO years vs. Mafy enjqyed  eating  aaything  that was  quick and  easy  to fu). This
result  was  replicated  by later research  (e.g., Myers  et  al., 1994; O'Brien et  al., 1998),

augmenting  the evidence  that Ll readers  monitor  the coherence  of  their situation  models

during the course  of  reading.

   To  further investigate inconsistency detection among  Ll readers,  Hakala and  O'Brien

(1995) considered  the textual distance between inconsistent statements.  They  manipulated  the
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coherence  at  a  given level of  distance by intervening one  to three sentences  (in a  local

condition)  or  six  sentences  (in a giobal condition)  between the description of a character  and

the target sentence  expressing  an  action  of  that character's.  The  results  showed  that the

inconsistency effect  was  found regardless  of  the distance between inconsistent statements,

suggesting  that Ll readers  detect inconsistency at both local and  global levels during

comprehension,  and  tlius that they maintain  both local and  global coherence  in their situation

models.  However, subsequent  studies  revealed  further that while  skilled  readers  detected

both local and  global inconsistencies, less-skilled readers  had niore difficulty detecting global

than  local inconsistencies (e.g., Long  &  Chong,  2001; van  der Schoot, Reijnties, &  van

Lieshout, 2012).

  In the context  of  L2 or  EFL reading,  some  studies  have shown  that readers  experience

difficulty in constructing  and  updating  of situation models  (Horiba, 1996; Ushiro, 2010; Ushiro

et  al., 2012). However,  there is little research  on  this topic that has employed  the

inconsistency detection paradigm as  seen  in Ll research.  Morishima (2013) is one  of  the few

such  studies;  he conducted  self-paced  reading  experiments  similar  to those in O'Brien and  his

colleagues'  studies,  and  compared  inconsistency detection among  Ll (English) and  Japanese

EFL readers.  His results showed  that the inconsistency effect emerged  in both Ll and  EFL

reading  times for target sentences  when  the inconsistent sentences  were  adjacent  to each

othet  More importaptly; howeveg  EFL  readers  no  longer showed  the inconsistency effect

when  these contradictory  sentences  were  separated  by  even  one  intervening sentence,

whereas  Ll readers  still showed  the effect. To explain  these findings, Morishima suggested

that I2 readers'  cognitive  resources  available  for discourse processing are  limited compared

to those of  Ll readers,  resulting  in difficulty detecting inconsistency across  an  intervening

sentence.  Although Morishima's findings are  informative, more  research  is required  to reveal

how L2 readers process text inconsistencies to maintain  the coherence  of  situation  models.  In

addition,  we  should  consider  some  limitations of  the selfpaced  reading  method,  as  described

below.

   First, one  might  wonder  whether  the inconsistency effect  requires  readers  to notice  the

inconsistency; that is, the increase in reading  times might  not  reflect  conseious  processing of

inconsistencies in the text. Second, the selfpaced  reading  method  with  sentence-bysentence

text presentation does not  always reflect participants' natural  reading  process  because readers

cannot  look back to the previous context.  
'Ib

 address  the first issue, kinck et  al. (2001) used

an  ineonsistenay rePorting  task, examining  whether  readers  can  consciously  register  and

report  an  inconsistency included in the text when  asked  question 
"Did

 you notice  anything

that seemed  strange  or  wrong  to you?  lf so,  what?"  lp. 76) just after  reading  the passage. The

results  showed  tliat some  readers  were  unable  to report  the inconsistency even  when  their

reading  times showed  an  inconsistency effect  (the rate  of  successful  reporters  =  42%),

suggesting  that the reportability  of･inconsistency  is not  necessarily  entailed  by inconsistency

detection as  indexed by reading  times. As for the second  issue, kinck et  al. (2003) suggested

using  eyetracking  instead, an  approach  that is reviewed  in detail in the next  section.

Using  Ilye-'IYacking to Investigabe Inconsistency Deteodon

  Eyetracking measures  have been widely used  in recent  L2 studies  to examine  learners'
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lexical and  sentence  processing  (see Roberts &  Siyanova-Chanturia, 2013, for a  reviewi  . Some

researchers  have suggested  that eye-tracking  can  also  be used  to study  the processing  of

larger text units,  such  as  discourse units  (Hy6na Lorch, &  Rinck, 2003; Rayner, Chace,
Slattery, &  Ashby, 2e06) . In particular, eye-tracking  measures  are  advantageous  for the

examination  of  inconsistency detection during discourse processing, for the following

reasons.  First, compared  to the selfpaced  reading  method,  readers  can  engage  in more

natural  reading  using  eye-tracking  in that they can  read  the entire  text at once,  without  having
to werry  about  any  secondary  tasks (e.g., pressing  buttens frequently, as  in selfpaced

reading).  Second, eye-tracking  allows  us  to visualize  exactly  where  readers  look back from
and  to during reading,  data that cannot  be obtained  in single-sentence  presentation. These

loole-bacles (or regressions)  can  be an  important indicator of  inconsistency detection, as

readers  may  look back to prior information after  reading  a  target sentence  inconsistent with
that information (Poynor &  Morris, 2003; runck et al., 2003; van  der Schoot et al., 2012).

  Using eye-tracking  measures,  researchers  have found some  important inconsistency
effects  during Ll reading.  Van  der Schoot et  al. (2012, Experiment 2) measured  the eye

movernents  of  Ll-Dutch-speaking children  reading  narrative  passages containing  inconsistent

character  information. The  factorial design incorporated distance between  inconsistent

statements  aocal vs.  global) and  children's  comprehension  skill  lpoor vs.  good). The  results

showed  that when  inconsistent statements  were  separated  by one  sentence  (in the local

condition),  inconsistencies increased first-pass reading  times (the summed  duration of all

fixations during firsVpass reading)  of  target sentences,  for both poor and  good  readers.  On
the other  hand, when  inconsistent statements  were  divided by five to seven  sentences  (in the
global condition),  the inconsistency effect  on  target sentences  was  observed  only  in good

readers.  Although these findings were  similar  to the reading  time data presented  in previous

studies  using  sentence-by-sentence  presentation (e.g,, Long  &  Chong, 2001), they further
demonstrated that the inconsistency effect  is also  manifested  by looking-back processing
during reading.  Specifically, in the local condition,  the inconsistency caused  both poor  and

good  readers  to more  often  look back to the elaborative  description of the character  (i.e., the

source  of  the inconsistency). In the global condition,  however, only  good  readers  engaged  in

look-backs after  an  inconsistent target sentence.  Look-backs thus  seem  to be an  action

readers  take to check  possible sources  of a detected inconsistency

   Rinck  et  al. (2003, Experiment  2) conducted  a  similar  experiment  to investigate

inconsistency processing among  Ll-German-speaking college  readers.  In their study,

participants read  target sentences  (e.g., Claudia was  already  waiting  for Marfe when  he
arn'vedi  that were  either  temporally consistent  or  inconsistent with  a  previous statement  (in
this case,  Claudia am'ved  bqlbre Mhrk  or  Mdrk  am'ved  bqfore Ctaudia). The  results  showed

that  reading  times  for target  sentences  did not  differ by text consistency;  instead,

inconsistencies caused  more  and  longer look-backs toward  the prior sentence  that clashed

with the target.

   In these studies,  then, the inconsistency effect  was  commonly  found in look-back

processing towards  a previous context.  This suggests  the existence  of  deficits in the selfi

paced  reading  method,  as  well  as  the fruitfu1 potential of  measuring  readers'  eye  movements

to investigate inconsistency detection during reading.  In addition, given that L2 reading  is a
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more  complex  process  than Ll reading,  eye-tracking  should  also be more  usefu1  than self-

paced  reading  to reveal  L2 readers'  comprehension  processes in cases  involving inconsistency

detection. For these reasons,  we  adopted  the eye-tracking  method  in this study

  In the current  study,  Experiment 1 used  an  inconsistency detection paradigm  to see

whether  the situation models  of  Japanese EFL  learners maintain  locally coherent  character

information. Using a  similar  method,  Experiment 2 checked  the effect  of  distance between

inconsistent statements  (local vs. global) on  the coherence  of these readers'  situation  models.

                             Experiment  1

  Experiment 1 focused on  local coherence  of situation  models:  that is, cases  where  there is

a  single  sentence  separating  two inconsistent statements.  Aithough this might  seem  like only

a small  distance, we  adopted  this approach  because our  eye-tracking  research  on

inconsistency detection is somewhat  exploratory,  making  it important to determine the

borders of  any  consistency  effect, and  because detecting inconsistency with  even  a single

sentence  intervening is difficult for Japanese EFL  readers  (Morishima, 2013) .

  First, employing  the inconsistency reporting  task used  in runck et al. (2001) , we  explored

the proportion of  participants who  could  successfu11y  identify and  explain  a  local inconsistency

included in a  text after  reading  that text. Second, we  collected  and  analyzed  the participants'
eye  movements  during reading, focusing on  the point when  and  after  they encountered  the

inconsistent information. 
'IThe

 foilowing two  research  questions (RQs) were  addressed:

RQI-1 Can  Japanese EFL  learners report  a local inconsistency included in a text after

       reading  that text?

RQI-2 How  does local inconsistency in the text affect  Japanese EFL  learners' reading

       process, as  refiected  by their eye  movements?

  According  to Morishima (2013), it is possible  that L2  readers  are  not  sensitive  to

inconsistency with only  a single  sentence  intervening. lf this is the case,  it will be difficult for

the participants in the present experiment  to identify a local inconsistency and  report  it after

reading.  Similarly there may  be little inconsistency effect  on  eye  movement  measures,  such

as  fixation frequency and  duration on  inconsistent statements  (see the  Scoring and  data

analysis  section  below for a  more  detailed explanation  of the eye-tracking  measures  used  in

this study).  Nevertheless, the eye-tracking  method  sheuld  allow us  to detect inconsistency

effects  on  the L2 reading  process that would  have been missed  by sentenceby-sentence

reading,  if such  effects  exist;  for example,  with  eye-tracking,  readers  should  show  more  look-

backs to the sources  of  inconsistency in prior context  (i.e., sentences  containing  character

description- inconsistent with the target sentence)  .

Method

  Participants. Thirty-one Japanese university  students  with  normal  or  corrected-to-normal

vision participated in eye-tracking;  however, data frem seven  participants were  excluded  from

analysis  because of  inaccurate eye-movement  recording.  Therefore, the following analyses

were  based on  data from 24 participants (20 females and  four males;  average  age  =  20.55,

range  =  19-23). At the tme of  the experiment,  al1 had studied  English for more  than six years
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(since junior high school)  as  a normal  part of Japanese formal education,  and  were  assumed

to haye intermediate English proficiency based on  the stanclardized  English test scores  or  test

grades (levels) they  reported  (e.g., TOEICop, EIKEN  tests). Participants provided written

informed consent  before the experiment,  which  was  approved  by the research  ethics

committee  of  University of  Tsukuba.

   Materials. Two  short  narratives  (the "Mary"
 and  

"Bill"
 passages)  were  adopted  as

experimenta1  passages from O'Brien et  al, (1998). Table 1 shows  the Mary  passage, and  the

Bill passage  is shown  in Appendix. Some words  in the passages that were  infrequent in the

English language as  a whole  aevel 5 or  over  on  the .1?ICET  8000  list; Japan Association of
College English 

'Ibachers

 [JACIYI"] , 2003) were  replaced  with  high-frequency synonyrns  aevel
4 or  below) so  that the difficulty level of  the vocabulary  and  expressions  would  be appropriate
for these intermediate learners, Each passage  was  composed  of  six  sections:  introduction (two
sentences),  elaboration  (three sentences),  fiIIer (one sentence),  a  target sentenee,  a  PosPtarget
sentence,  and  closing  (two sentences).
   Each passage  was  presented in either  a consistent  or  an  inconsistent version.  In the

consistent  version,  a  character's  action  as  stated  in the target sentence  (e.g., Maay  ordered  a

poPular cheeseburger  and  French fries) was  consistent  with  the  character's  features as

previously mentioned  in the elaboration  section  (e.g., Mary  always  wanted  to eatfantastic  junk
foodi , whereas  in the inconsistent version,  the action  in the target sentence  conflicted  with  the
introduced features of  the character  (e.g., Mary  had been a  strict  vagetarian  for 10  years).
'lhese

 alternate  elaboration  sections  were  composed  so  as  to have the same  words  between
the versions  to the degree possible. ConsequentlM the consistent  and  inconsistent versions

had similar  length and  readability  (see Table 2). Moreover, as  Experiment 1 focused on  local

inconsistency, just one  sentence  was  inserted as  the filler between the elaboration  and  target

sentence  (Hakala &  O'Brien, 1995; Long &  Chong, 2001; van  der Schoot et al., 2012) .

'Ibble

 1

An  EhramPle Passtrge(Maf y Ptzssage)

Section
'Ibxt

Introduction:

Elaboration:

Filler:Target:PosGtarget:

Closing:

Mary  was  meeting  a friend for lunch at the restaurant,  She arrived  early, so  she  started

looking at the rnenu.

Mary  always  wanted  to eat fhritastic junk food. She would  never  be serious  about  her diet,
She loved meat  and  anything  cooked  with  oil, (ConsistenO
Mary  had been a  snict  vegetarian  for 10 years. She was  always  very  serious  about  her diet,
She would  not  eat anything  cooked  with  oiL anconsistent)
When  her friend arrived,  Mary  checked  the menu  again  and  called  the waiter,

Mary  ordered  a popular cheeseburger  and  French fues.

She handed the menu  back to the waiter.

Her fuend also  ordered  what  she  wanted.  After they had ordered,  they began to chat  again.

Nbte. The  original  passage  was  derived from

elaboration  was  presented  in the actual  session,O'Brien

 et al.  (1998). Either consistent  or  inconsistent
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  We  conducted  a pilot study  to confirm  the validity  of the consistency  manipulation  between

passages. 
'Ilen

 Japanese graduate  students  majoring  in English education  (upperLintermediate
level EFL  learners) were  asked  to read  the consistent  and  inconsistent passages  and  to rate

the plausibility of  the character's  action  written  in the target sentence,  using  a 7-point scale

ranging  from 1 (not at  all  Plat{sible) to 7 (tolally Pla"sible), based on  the approach  in Zwaan

and  Madden  (2004). Wilcoxon  signed  rank  tests indicated that the action  in the target

sentence  was  signhicantly  more  plausible in the consistent  condition  than in the inconsistent

condition,  z  -  2.83, P =  .O05, r =  .89. Ratings showed  no  signhicant  difference between Mary

and  Bill passages, z  -  O.45, P ==  .655, r-  .14 (see also  Table  2) .

Table 2

Ntzmber of VVZ)rtts, Readabilits; and  Cbnsistenay ofIlltPerimental Ikesstrges in E}tPeriment 1

Mary Bill

Characteristic Consistent Inconsistent Consistent Inconsistent

WbrdsFKGLConsistency 895.26.7 905.41,4 983.76.7 993.5L5

iVbte. FKGL  = Flesch-Kncaid Grade Level as calculated by Microsoft Wbrd  2013. 'Ihe

 consistency  value  was

the mean  plausibility rating  (from 1 to 7) of  the action  described in the target sentence  as obtained  from the

pilot study  (N -  10; see  above)  .

  A  practice passage with similar  length and  structure  to the experimental  passages  was  also

prepared;  it did not  include any  inconsistencies.  All passages  included a  yes-no

comprehension  question to induce participants to read  the passages for comprehension.  This

question targeted explicit information presented  in the introduction or  closing  sections,  which

were  irrelevant to the (in)consistency of  the focal part of the text (e.g., 
"Was

 Mary  meeting

her husband  for lunch?") .

  Apparatus  and  procedure. Participants sat approximately  50 cm  from a  21.5in computer

screen.  The  pasSages  were  presented  on  the screen  in their entirety  in 14-pt Times New

Roman  font using  SuperLab program  (Cedrus, U.S.). From  this distance, approximately  two

letters subtended  10 of the visual  angle.  A  chinrest  was  used  to minimize  participants' head

movements.  Each sentence  began on  a new  line, with line spaces  inserted between sentences.

Eye rnovements  were  recorded  with an  eyetracker  (EMR 9) by NAC  Image 
'Ibchnology

 Inc.

(Ibkyo,Japan).
  Before the experimental  trials, the eye-tracker  was  adjusted  and  participants' eye

movements  were  calibrated  using a standard  nine-point  grid. Participants were  then given one

of the four material  sets  to counterbalance  any  effects  of  condition  or  presentation orclen  Both

consistent  and  inconsistent conditions  were  assigned  to each  participant, alternating versions;

for example,  if a  participant read  the Mary  text in the consistent  condition,  he or  she  was

presented with the ･Bill text in the inconsistent condition.  At the beginning of  each  trial, the

signal  
"Ready"

 was  displayed on  the upper  left of  tihe screen;  pressing  the fes key on  the

Response Pad  (RB-730 model,  Cedrus, U.S.) initiated passage  reading.  Participants were

instructed to silently  read  the entire  passage  at  their own  pace and  to press the fes key when
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each  passage was  finished. The  passage was  followed  by a  single  yes-no comprehension

question, presented in the center  of the screen.  Mer  answering  this question using  the lks
and  Nb  keys, participants performed  an  inconsistency reporting  task, responding  orally  to a

two-part question  
"In

 the text, did you notice  anything  that seemed  strange  to you? If so,

what?"  (Knck et al., 2001, 2003). Their answers  were  recorded.  
rlhis

 trial was  repeated  three
times: one  practice session  and  two  experimenta1  sessions.

  Scoring and  data analysis.  For the inconsistency reporting  task, each  response  in the

inconsistent condition  was  examined;  responses  were  rated  as  appropriate  only  when  the

participant answered  
"yes"

 to the first question (i.e., when  they noticed  something  strange)

and  described the inconsistency appropriately  Otherwise, the result  was  regarded  as  failure

to report  the inconsistency (that is, including when  the participant answered  
"yes"

 to the first

question but did not  explain  the inconsistency appropriately  afterwards)  .

  As  for the analysis  of  eye  movement  data, those from a  glven selected  eye  (usually the

right  eye)  were  analyzed,  Fixation durations greater than 3.0 SDs away  from each

participant's mean  per condition  were  replaced  by the participant's mean  fixation duration

+3.0  SDs (this was  the case  in 1.70% of the data seD.  After analyzing  individual eye  fixations,
their durations were  summed  to yield total fixation duration for each  section  of  the passage.
Because the length of  each  section  varied  slightly  across  passages, the fixation durations were

divided by the number  of syllables in the corresponding  section  to yield a millisecond-per-

syllable  measure  (Hy6nti et  al., 2003; rdnck et  al., 2003) .

   Like Rinck et  al. (2003) and  van  der Schoot et  al. (2012), we  examined  eye  fixation

measures  for two critical regions  of  interest relevant  to inconsistency detection: the target

sentence  and  the elaboration  sections.  For the target sentences,  bothfirst-Pass and  seconaLPass

reading  times were  computed.  Firstpass reading  time is defined as  the sum  of  the durations of

all fixations within a  sentence  from the first fixation on  the sentence  unti1  readers  move  on  or

move  back to another  sentence.  This measure  refiects  the initial processing of  the target

sentence.  Second-pass reading  time is defined as  the duration of  additional  fixations on  the

target sentences  that occur  after at  least one  non-target  sentellce  has been fixated on  fo11owing
the firstpass reading.  This measure  reflects  later comprehension  process'es related  to the

target sentence  (i.e., integration of  the target sentence  with  information retained  in working

memory  from the earlier  part of  the texO. ff readers  immediately detect an  inconsistency
between the content  of  the elaboration  and  target sentence  sectlons,  such  awareness  should

result  in increased firsGpass reading  times for the target sentence  (van der Schoot et  al.,

2012). In contrast,  it is posited that second-pass  reading  times on  the target sentence  will

increase when  readers  detect the inconsistency, especially  when  they  have difficulty

integrating text information teoynor &  Morris, 2003) .i

   In addition  to the target sentences,  this study  analyzed  fixations on  the elaboration  section,

that is, look-backs to this section.  Eye movements  were  recorded  as  look-backs when  two  or

more  fixations occurred  on  the elaboration  section  after  the target sentence  was  read.  IK)ok-

backs indicate reparative  actions  on  the part of  readers  who  detect an  inconsistency and  doubt

the validity  of  their current  situation model,  wondering  whether  they have misunderstood  the

elal)oration  section  (Hy6nti et  al., 2003; runck et al, 2003) . We  analyzed  the number  of  readers

who  did and  did not  look back in each  experimental  condhion  kean der Schoot et  al., 2012).
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Fixation durations of  look-backs were  calculated  by summing  the duration of  each  fixation

during loekybacks; these data were  also analyzed.

Results

  Comprehension  question. 
'IIhe

 mean  correct  an$wer  rate  on  yes-no  comprehension

questions was  high (M -  .92, SD  -  .19), implying that participants tried to comprehend  the

texts appropriately  Correct answer  rates  did not  signMcantly  differ between the consistent  (M
-  .96, SD -  .20) and  inconsistent conclition (M - .88, SD -  .34), t(23) -  1.00,P -  .328,  d-  O.30.2

  Inconsistency reporting  task. The  results  showed  that 17 out  of 24 participants (71%)
correctly  reported  what  ideas conveyed  by the text made  the narratives  inconsistent; this

proportion was  significantly  above  chance,  x2(1) -  4.17,P -  .041,  Cramer's V= O.42. In contrast

to the expectation  based on  the findings of  Morishima (2013) , the majority  of  the participants

were  successfu1  in making  an  explicit  report  correctly  conveying  the inconsistency

  Fixation durations for the target sentences.  Table 3 shows  the means  of the firsV and

second-pass  reading  times on  the target sentence,  for each  condition.  The  firstpass reading

times were  longer in the inconsistent than  in the consistent  condition;  this inconsistency

effect  was  medium,  t(23) =  2.07, P - .050,  d - O.55. Although the descriptive statistics indicated

that the second-pass  reading  times  were  also  longer in the inconsistent conclition,  the

difference was  not  signhicant  and  the effect size was  small,  t(23) =  1.06, p =  .301,  d =  O.23.

  Look-backs into tihe elaboration  sectiori.  As  predicted, the number  of  readers  who

carried  out  look-backs into the elaboration  section  was  signficantly  1arger in the inconsistent

condhion  as  compared  to the consistent  condition  (18 vs.  10 participants [75% vs.  42%]), x2(1)
=  5.49, P ==  .O19, ip -  O.34. The  duration of look-backs CI'able 4) did not  differ between  the

consistent  and  inconsistent conditions,  t(23) =  O.03,P =  .979, d =  O.Ol.

Table 3
iJYrst- and  Secendlllrss Readitrg 71mes an Millisecontts) for the 7izrget Sentences (N -  M)

FirsVpass reading  time Second-pass reading  time

Condition M 95% CI sa M 95%  CI sa

Consistent

Inconsistent

217294 [165, 269]

[230, 357]

123151 109145 [57, 1601

[69, 222]

123181

IVbte, Reading times were  divided by the number  of  syllables  in the target sentence.

Table 4

FZxation Durations an Miltiseconds) ofLook=Backs into the Elaboration Section (N -  24)

Condition M 95% CI su

Consistent

Inconsistent

282284 [129, 434]

[150, 417]

362316

IVbte. Look-back durations were  divided by the number  of syllables  in the elaboration  section.
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Discussion

  With regard  to RQI-1, the results of the inconsistency reporting  task indicated that more

than  7e% of  the participants successfully  identified and  reported  the inconsistency after

reading,  Thus, it is possible for a non-negligible  number  of  L2 readers  to identify a local
inconsistency included in a text and  correctly  explain  it after  reading,  However,  the

inconsistency reporting  task itself might  affect the cognitive  processes during reading;  this
issue is discussed below in the context  of  the eye  movement  results.

   Regarding RQI-2, the  results  demonstrated some  effects  of  local inconsistency on

Japanese EFL  learners' reading  process,  as  reflected  in their eye  movements.  First, the

inconsistency effect  appeared  in the participants' initial processing of the target sentence  (i.e.,
there was  an  increase in firsGpass readlng  time). This effect  suggests  that readers  detected
textual inconsistency between the elaboration  section  and  the target sentence  lmmediately,

while  reading  the target sentence.  Furthermore, the inconsistency effect  also  appeared  in the

presence  of  look-backs; more  participants looked back into the elaboration  section  after

reading  the target sentence  in the inconsistent than  in the consistent  condition.  This suggests
that the participants tried to check  back where  they had identfied a  possible source  of  the
detected inconsistency.

  These findings seem  incongruent with those of  Morishima (2013), who  indicated that L2

learners experienced  difficulty detecting an  inconsistency with  a single  sentence  interposed.

The  reason  for this disagreement can  be exp]ained  by the following two  methodological

factors, (a) the use  of  eyetracking  and  (b) the presence of  the inconsistency reporting  task.

First, because the current  experiment  adopted  the eye-tracking  method,  it provides the

participants with  more  natural  reading  settings  than Morishima's studM  This might  plausibly

reduce  the cognitive  demands of  reading  as  compared  to the sentenceby-sentence  reading

method  and  encourage  more  successfu1  detection of  the inconsistency Furthermore, it is

important to note  that the use  of  eyetracking  allowed  us  to identify an  inconsistency effect

that could  not  have been captured  using  the sentence-by-sentence  reading  method  (that is,
the effect  on  look-backs) . As  for the second  point, it is possible that our  participants processed

the texts more  carefu11y  and  strategically  than those in Morishima's experiment  due to the

presence of  the inconsistency reporting  task. Because this task vvas also  given during the

practice session  conducted  before the experimental  session,  participants knew in advance  that

they would  be asked  after reading  an  experimenta1  passage  whether  there was  something

strange  about  the passage. Therefore, the presence of  this t]ask was  likely to induce readers  to

engage  in carefu1,  strategic  reading  to find any  inconsistency in the text, promoting  more

successfu1  inconsistency detection. To  examine  this possibility, a similar  experiment  should  be

conducted,  but withottt the inconsistency reporting  task.

   Although  the results  of  Experiment  1 suggest  that Japanese EFL  learners maintain

coherent  situation  models  during reading,  this experiment  focused only  on  local coherence

(there was  only  one  sentence  between inconsistent statements).  Given that less skilled  Ll

readers  have more  difficulty maintaining  global coherence  than  local coherence  in their

situation models  (Long &  Chong, 2001; van  der Schoot et  al, 2012), EFL  readers  may  have

similar  issues with  global coherence.  Therefore, Experiment  2 further examined  the
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inconsistency effect  on  EFL  reading  by manipulating  distance between  inconsistent text

information.

                             Experiment 2

  The  goal of  Experiment 2 was  to test whether  Japanese EFL  learners maintain  coherent

situation  models  when  the inconsistency reporting  task is removed,  and  how  the maintenance

of  coherence  is affected  by distance between inconsistent statements.  As in Experiment 1, we

collected  and  analyzed  readers'  eye  movements  when  and  after encountering  inconsistent

infbrmation. Two  RQs  were  set:

RQ2-1 Does  an  inconsistency in the text affect  Japanese EFL  learners' reading  process

       when  the inconsistency reporting  task is not  used?

RQ2-2 Does  the effect  of inconsistency on  Japanese EFL  learners' reading  process differ

       according  to the distance between inconsistent statements?

  If learners' reading  process  is altered  by  the presence-absence of  the inconsistency

reporting  task, as  suggested  in the discussion of  Experiment 1 above,  the results  for the local

condition  in the present  experiment  may  differ from those in Experiment 1. In addition,  when

inconsistent statements  are  more  distant, readers  will  likely have difficulty maintaining

activation  of  prior information in working  memory  and  building a  coherent  situation  model

(Long &  Chong, 2001; van  der Schoot et  al., 2012). If this holds for participants in Experiment

2, inconsistency effects should  be smaller  with  inconsistent statements  separated  by multiple

sentences  (the global condition)  than by a single  sentence  (the local condition);  that is,

readers  should  have more  difficulty detecting global inconsistencies.

Method

  Participants. 
'Ihirty-two

 Japanese university  students  with normal  or  corrected-to-normal

vision  participated in the experimental  session;  howeveg  the data from 11 participants were

excluded  from the analyses  due to inaccuracy in eye-movement  recording.  Therefore, the

following analyses  were  based on  data for 21 participants (11 females and  10 males;  ayerage

age  =  20.71, range  =  18-24). All had studied  English for more  than  six  years in Japanese
formal education,  and  all were  assumed  to have intermediate-level English proficiency based

on  their selfreported  standardized  English test scores  or  grades (levels). Participants

provided  written  infbrmed consent  before the experiment.

  Materials. In addition  to the two  experimental  passages used  in Experiment  1, six

passages were  adopted  from previous studies  (e.g., Cook  &  O'Brien, 2014; Hakala &  O'Brien,

1995; Morishima, 2013) . These  passages were  revised  for Japanese EFL  readers  in the same

manner  as  described fbr Experiment 1 above.  Passage length and  readability  were  similar

between the consistent  and  inconsistent conditions  (see Table 5) .

  In Experiment 2, each  passage  had two distance conditions:  local and  global conditions

(Hakala &  O'Brien, 1995; Long  &  Chong, 2001; van  der Schoot et al., 2012). In the same  way

as  in Experiment 1, the local condition  had a  fi11er section  made  up  of a single  sentence

(around 10 words)  
,
 whereas in the global condition,  four fi11er sentences  (around 40 words  in

total) were  inserted between the elaboration  section  and  the target sentence.  In the Mary
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passage, for example,  the fi11er section  for the global condition  was  as  follows:

  It had been a few years since  Mary  and  her friend had  seen  each  other.  She  looked

  forward to meeting  her good friend. Mary  waited  for her friend for 10 minutes.  When  her

  friend arrived,  Mary  checked  the menu  again  and  cal]ed  the waiter.

Table5

Mean  Nbember of Vlhrds, Readabitit)c and  Cbnsistenay ofEhrPen'mentat lhssages in E)tPeriment 2

IDcal Global

Characteristic Consistent Inconsistent Consistent Inconsistent

WbrdsFKGLConsistency 98,38 (6,23)

 4.78 (1.44)
 5,76 (O,69)

99.00 (5,48)
 4.89 (1,40)

 1.76 (O,51)

127.75 (6,63)
 4.81 (1.02)

 5.65 (028)

128.38 (5.58)
 4.91 (1.03)

 1.64 (O.40)
Nbte, FKGL  -  Flesch-Nncaid Grade  Level (calculated by Microsoft Wbrd  2013) . The  consistency  value  was

the mean  plausibility rating  (from 1 to 7) of the action  described in the target sentence,  as  per the pilot study

(N =  18). Standard deviations are  in parentheses.

  To  verify  the manipulation  of  the consistency  of  the revised  experimental  passages, 18

Japanese undergraduates  (intermediate level EFL  learners) rated  the plausibility of  the

character's  action  stated  in the target sentence  on  a  7-point scale,  as  in the pilot study  for
Experiment 1. Wilcoxon signed  rank  tests indicated that the ratings  were  signMcantly  higher

for the  consistent  than  for the inconsistent condition,  2  -  2.66, P -  .O08, r  -  .94, and  there was

no  signhicant  difference between local and  global conditions,  z =  O.42, P =  .674, r - .15 (see
'Ihble

 5 again)  ･

   Five passages  of  similar  length and  structure  to the experimenta1  passages were  included

in each  material  set. Four of  these were  used  as  filler passages, and  the remaining  one  was

adopted  as  the practice passage. These  passages  did not  include any  inconsistencies. As  in

Experiment 1, a  yes-no  comprehension  question was  created  for each  passage  to induce the

participants to read  the passages for comprehension.

  Apparatus  and  procedure.  Each participant was  given one  of  the four materials  sets  te

counterbalance  any  effects  of  condition  allocation.  This ensured  that each  of  them  read  an

equal  number  of  passages in each  consistency  condition  (consistent, inconsistent) and

distance condition  (local, global). Participants completed  the same  experimental  procedure,
with  the same  apparatus,  as  in Experiment 1, except  for the following changes.  First, tliey

answered  only  a factual yes-no  comprehension  question after reading  each  passage; the

inconsistency reporting  task was  not  included. Second, participants read  eight  experimenta1

passages  and  four fi11er passages in total in the experimenta1  session,  randomly  presented to

each  participant

   Scoring and  data analysis.  As in Experiment 1, fixation durations beyond 3.0 SDs  away

from each  participant's mean  per eondition  were  replaced  by the participant's mean  fixation
duration +3.0  SDs (1.64% of  the data seO.  Trials that experienced  recording  problems were

excluded  from analysis  (O.60% of  the trials). Afterwards, we  calculated  and  analyzed  first- and

second-pass  reading  times for the target sentence.  In addition,  look-backs into the elaboration

section  were  counted  in the sarne  way  as in Experirnent 1. 
'Ihen

 the number  of readers  was
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calculated  who  took  at  least one  look-back in either  of  the two  trials for each  experimental

condition  (van der Schoot et  al., 2012) , as  was  the tota1 fixation duration of  loolebacks for each

of  these  readers.

Results

  Comprehension questions. 
'Ihe

 mean  accuracy  rate  for comprehension  questions was

again  high overall  (M =  .94, SD  - .09). Neither the Consistency factor, F(1, 20) - O.OO,

P±
 1.000, n,2 <  .Ol,  the Distance factor, F(1, 20) =

 2.11, P - .162, n,2 =

 .10, nor  their interaction,

F(1, 20) -  O.49, P =  .493, n,2 -

 .02, affected  the degree of text comprehension.  
'Ihese

 findings

support  the claim  that the participants equally  comprehended  the texts for each  Consistency

and  Distance condition  (Consistent x  Local: M=  .93, SD  =  .18; Consistent x  Global: M=  .95,

SD  -  .15; Inconsistent x  Local: M=  .91, SD -  .20; Inconsistent x  Global: M=  .98, SD -  .11)

  Fixation duration for the target sentences.  Table 6 shows  the firsts and  second-pass

reading  times for the target sentences.  In contrast  to Experiment 1, no  inconsistency effect

was  found for firsGpass reading  times, F(1, 20) =  O.23, P =  .640,  n,2 =  .Ol. Moreover, the main

effect  of  Distance was  not  signhicant,  F(1, 20) -  O.20, P =  .658, n,2 -  .Ol,  and  did not  interact

with ConsistencM F(1, 20) =  O.Ol, P =  .927, n,2 <  .Ol. The results  of  the second-pass  reading

times were  very  similar  to those for Experiment 1 in al1 particulars. No  factors were  found to

affect second-pass  reading  times, that is, not  Consistency: F(1, 20) =  1.02,P =

 .324,  n,2 =

 .05;

Distance: F(1, 20) -  2.56, P =  .125,  n,2 - ,11; or  their interaction: F(1, 20) -

 O.23, P =
 .639,

",2 =  .Ol･

Table 6

FVrsF and  Second-Pkess Readiirg 71mes (in Milliseconcts) for the 7tirget Sentences (N -  21)

Local Global

Condition M 95% CI SD M 95% CI SD

Consistent

Inconsistent

160165 [130, 189]

[121, 209]

Firstpass reading  times

 65 152

 97 160

[119, 184]

[134, 185]

7256

Consistent

Inconsistent

4358 [-12, 97]

[15, 101]

Seconcl-pass reading  times

  12e 13

  94 18

[-4, 30][3,

 33]

37'32

IVbte. Reading times were  divided by the number  of syllables  in the target sentence,

  Look-backs into the elaboration  section.  In the same  way  as  for Experiment 1, an

inconsistency effect  was  fbund in the number  of  readers  who  conducted  look-backs into the

elaboration  section;  but interestingly, this effect was  signficant  only  for the local condition  in

Experiment 2, where  the number  of participants who  showed  look-backs was  significantly

1arger for inconsistent texts than for consistent  ones  (13 vs.  4 participants [62% vs. 19%]) , x2(1)
=  8.01, p =  .O05, fp =  .44. In contrast  in the global condition,  a similar  inconsistency effect was

found but was  not  signhicant  (8 vs. 4 participants [38% vs. 19%]), x2(1) -  1.87, P =: .172, ¢  -  .21.

  Table 7 shows  the fixation durations of  look-backs into the  elaboration  section  in
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Experiment 2. Fixation durations were  signhicantly  longer in the inconsistent condition  than
in the consistent  condition,  F(1, 20) -  4.94, P -  ,038, n,2 -  .20. Neither the Distance factog

F(1, 20) =  O.02, P= .892, n,2 <  .Ol, nor  the two-factor lnteraction, }?(1, 20) =  1.19, P =  .288,

n,2 -

 .06, affected fixation duration. Howeveg  the increase in fixation duratlons associated  with

inconsistency seems  more  dramatic in tihe local than in the global condition.

Table 7
FVhration Dufutions (in MillisecentZs) ofLoole:Backs into the Elaboration Section (N -= 21)

Local Global Grand average

Condition M 95% CIsa M 95% CIsu M 95% CISD

Consistent

inconsistent

531[-1,  11][9,

 53]1348

1919[-17,  54]

 [5, 33]7831

1225[-8,  32][10,

 40]5640

IVbte. Look-back durations were  divided by the number  of syllables  in the elaboration  section.

Discussion

   First, to answer  RQ2-1, the results  fbr the local condition  should  be compared  to those of
Experiment 1. The  critical  difference between Experiment  1 and  Experiment 2 (the local
condition)  was  the presence-absence  of  the inconsistency reporting  task. Despite this

difference, the analysis  of  look-backs for Experiment 2 showed  a  consistent  result  with that for

Experiment 1: Local inconsistency of  character  information caused  more  readers  to look back
into the elaboration  section  after  reading  the target sentences,  suggesting  that readers

detected the local inconsistency and  checked  against  its possible source.  Howeve4 in terms  of

firs"pass reading  times  for the target sentences,  the inconsistency effect  that had been

statistical]y significant  in Experiment 1 disappeared in Experiment 2. Thus, although  the

inconsistency effect  was  found in these Japanese EFL  learners' reading  process even  without

the use  of the inconsistency reporting  task, this effect  was  more  likely to appear  in look-backs
into the elaboration  sections  than  in the immediate processing  of  target sentences.

  The  null  effect  of  inconsistency on  firsVpass reading  times for the target sentences  in this
experiment  suggests  that the inconsistency reporting  task had a  facilitation effect  on  EFL

learners' inconsistency detection. The  participants in Experiment 2, compared  to those in

Experiment 1, were  less likely to adopt  specfic  reading  modes,  seemingly  because they had

just been instructed to answer  a simple  yes-no  comprehension  question. On  the other  hand, it

is possible that the participants in Experiment  1 processed  the text more  carefully  and

strategically  because they knew  that they had to locate and  report  a possible inconsistency in
the text. Such carefu1,  strategic  reading  might  enable  the participants te better detect local
inconsistency during immediate processing  (i.e., firsGpass reading)  of  the target sentence.

Indeed, the participants in Experiment 1 generally showed  longer reading  times and  more

frequent look-backs than  those  in Experiment  2, regardless  of  text consistency.  This

difference also  supports  the view  that the participants in Experiment 1 processed  the texts

more  carefu11y  and  strategically tinan those in Experiment 2.

   As  for RQ2-2, Experiment 2 showed  a  difference in coherence  levels between local and

global conclitions.  The effects  of  coherence  level were  seen  in the look-backs into the
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elaboration  sections  that participants cenducted  after reading  tihe target sentences.  As  noted

above,  more  readers  conducted  look-backs when  the texts included local inconsistency;

howeveg this trend was  not  signhicant  for global inconsistency In addition,  the inconsistency

effect  on  the fixation duration of  look-backs was  more  prominent  in the local condition  as

compared  to the  global condition.  These  results  suggest  that the  detection of textual

inconsistency was  more  difficult in the global than in the local condition.  It is possible that the

participants had trouble maintaining  prior text information in their working  memory  or

constructing  a robust  situation  model  under  the global condition,  similar  to the difficulties

faced by less-skilled Ll readers  (Long &  Chong, 2001; van  der Schoot et aL, 2012). The

present  results  support  the view  that EFL  readers  have only  limited cognitive  resources

available  for global text processing.

                              Conclusion

  
"Ihis

 study  addressed  the detection of  inconsistency during EFL  reading,  a  process that

reflects  the reader's  level of  engagement  in constructing  a  coherent  situation  model.

Specifically, two  eye-tracking  experiments  investigated whether  and  how Japanese EFL

learners detect inconsistency in narrative  character  information provided in the text they are

reading.  Based on  the results  of  the experiments,  the present study  draws some  conclusions

about  maintaining  the coherence  of  situation  models  in EFL  reading  by Japanese learners.

  First, Japanese EFL  leaners maintain  the local coherence  of  their situation  models  during

reading.  In Experiment 1, the results  indicated that the majority  of the participants were  able

to correctly  identify and  report  local inconsistency (i,e., inconsistency between two sentences

separated  by a single  sentence)  after  reading.  Additionally, Experiments 1 and  2 indicated that

more  participants looked back to prior context  after reading  inconsistent than  consistent

target sentences.  These  results  suggest  that the participants more  readily  detected local

inconsistency during reading,  while  trying to maintaan  the local coherence  of their situation

models.

  Second, the implementation of  a post-reading task can  affect  how  the Japanese EFL

learners maintain  the local coherence  of  their situation  models.  In Experiment  1, where

participants  were  asked  after  reading  if the  passage  had any  inconsistencies, local

inconsistency increased the firstrpass reading  times for the target sentence  that induced the

inconsistency In contrast,  in Experiment 2, where  participants did not  engage  in such  an

inconsistency reporting  task, no  effect  of  inconsistency on  firsGpass reading  times was  found.

These results  suggest  that when  accompanied  by a  task that induces carefu1  reading,  the

participants detected local inconsistency sooner  after  enceuntering  it compared  to the case

under  natural  reading  conditions.  In other  words,  immediate detection of local inconsistency

by EFL  learners is less likely to occur  unless  their atbention  is directed toward  text coherence

by the task,

  
'Ihird,

 Japanese EFL  learners have more  difficulty maintaining  global coherence  than Iocal

coherence  in their situation  models.  In Experiment 2, effects of  inconsistency on  look-back

patterns were  found when  the inconsistent statements  were  separated  by a  single  sentence

but not  when  they were  separated  by multiple  sentences.  This suggests  that the participants

were  more  likely to fail in detecting inconsistency when  the inconsistent statements  were
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more  distant.

  These  findings yield some  implications for EFL  reading  instruction and  research.  First,

this study  suggests  tihat leaners with intermediate English proficiency can  and  do monitor  the
local ¢ oherence  of their text comprehension  without any  spechic  instruction to do so,  but that

monitoring  global coherence  can  be more  difficult for learners at  this level. Therefore, for

learners wlth  efficient lower level processing skills  (e.g., word  recognition,  syntactic  parsing),
it is important to develop their ability  to monitor  not  only  local but global coherence  of  a  text

during reading  comprehension.  This study  suggests  further that teachers can  direct learners'

attention  to the coherence  of  their comprehension  by implementing particular kinds of  tasks

and  approaches;  these may  include pre- and  post-reading tasks to raise  readers'  consciousness

of  text coherence,  and  instruction in looking-back strategies  to help them  rethink  the textual
simation.  

'feachers
 may  utilize these tasks to help learners maintain  the global coherence  of

their text comprehension.

   From the theoretical and  methodological  viewpoints,  it is important to note  that the

inconsistency effects  found in the present two  experiments  emerged  most  prominently  in
look-back patterns. Because this dynamic aspect  of  the reading  process cannot  be captured

adequately  by the selfpaced  reading  method,  it seems  promising  to adopt  eyetracking  as  a

standard  method  in inconsistency processing research.  This method  will  allow  us  to further
illuminate EFL  learners' dynamic and  complicated  reading  process.

   Before concluding  this paper, some  limitations of  this study  should  be noted  alongside

promising  directions for future research.  First, the present study  did not  consider  learners'

individual differences (e.g., L2 proficiency, working  memory  capacity)  as  factors. Thus,

further investigation should  be eonducted  to reveal  the maintenance  of  coherent  situation

models  by EFL  learners who  have various  characteristics.  If learner factors are  given
consideration,  inconsistency effects might  also appear  on  some  measures  that were  not  found

to be affected by inconsistency in the present experiments  (e.g., second-pass  reading  times on

the target sentences),  given that the standard  deviations for these measures  were  large.

Second, due to constraints  on  the time available  to conduct  the experiments,  only  a  limited set

of  passages  was  used  in this study.  More  research  is required  to ensure  that the present
findings can  be generalized  to a  larger range  of  passages. Finally, because inconsistency
detection during reading  is only  one  of  the cognitive  processes involved in updating  situation

models,  the next  phases of updating  should  also be examined.  In particulag teachers wi11 wish
to know how differences in instruction and  reading  strategies  can  work  to help resolve  local
and  global inconsistency detected by the reader  (Hakala &  O'Brien, 1995). These future
studies  wi11 provide further insights into the construction  of  coherent  situation  models  in EFL

reading.
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                                 Notes

  ' We  also analyzed  first- and  second-pass  reading  times of the posVtarget sentences,  but no

effect  of  Consistency was  fbund in the present experiments  (Ps >  .10) .

  2'Ihe  effect size d for comparing  two  paired samples  was  calculated  based on  Borenstein,

Hedges, Higgins, and  Rothstein (2009) .
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Appendix
ExPen'mental fussage (Bill Rassage)

Section fext

Introduction:

Elaboration:

Filleri

'Ibrget:

PosVtarget:

Closing:

Bill had always  em-oyed  walking  in the early  morning.  He liked to stop to talk with some

of his neighbors.

Bill had just celebrated  his twentyfifth birthdayL He  knew that he was  very  healthy and

strong.  He  could  run  a  long distance without taking a  rest, (ConsistenO
Bill had just celebrated  his eighty-first birthday He  had to use  a  long stick  to help him

walk.  He could  not walk  around  without  taking a rest, (InconsistenO

Before walking,  Bill always  did carefu1  warm-up  exercises. He  took  special  care  to

stretch  his legs well. He  always  carried  a bottle of water  when  he walked.  yOng-qayd

durin hiswalk Billsawanin'uredbo 1 
'n

 inthestreet,

Bill quickly ran  over  and  picked  the boy up,

He  carried  the boy to a  safe  place.

Bill's neighbor  ran  into a telephone box to call an  ambulance,

waited  unti1 help arrived,

Bill kept the boy calrri and

IVbte. The  fi11er section  in the local condition  includes only  the underlined  sentence.
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